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The security of the embedded Linux core system is more important than before because this system is becoming more useful to
solve the security problem of the computer system than theWindows operating system. It is firstly necessary to identify the normal
state of the embedded Linux core system with a model. In this paper, the normal model of this normal system is represented with
the space-time property set of all the components in this system. For example, the space property of a file in this system is the
absolute pathname of this file, and the time property of this file is its last revision time. This immune embedded Linux core system
uses multiple sensors to detect some important information, such as the disaster features. This antidisaster system will be tested on
the ARM11 chips.

1. Introduction

As we know, an operating system such as Windows is often
vulnerable to some viruses and attacks.This operating system
must be updated with almost daily security patches, which
cause new vulnerability due to the viruses or faults in the
patches. It is true that the Linux is more secure than the
Windows because the Linux is open at its source codes and
can be enhanced in security by adding the security programs
and customizing the source codes of the embedded Linux
core system for special applications.

In fact, unknown viruses are difficult to be detected by
traditional approaches [1] because the traditional security
programs often detect the viruses with the feature matching
of the viruses rather than those of the normal components. If
these viruses are not prevented in the network, the network
will be destroyed by the viruses in a short time [2].

To find the solution to the unknown viruses, we can
seek inspiration from nature [3].The human immune system
really has advanced security mechanism to discriminate the
selfs from the nonselfs and protect the body against the
viruses, which are sometimes unknown [4]. The human
immune system can detect the selfs first with immune

tolerance to the selfs. We can build a normal model for the
selfs to make the immune tolerance.

In this paper, by building an immune mechanism based
on the normal model, an immune embedded Linux core
system with multiple sensors is presented. In this system, the
sensors are used to collect the data about the environment
information of the disaster.

2. Related Work

In the histories of computers andnetworks, the viruses caused
an increasing number of economic losses. On November
2nd, 1988, the Morris worms infected over 6000 Internet
servers and the losses of these paralyzed servers were more
than ten million dollars [5]. On July 19th, 2001, the CodeRed
virus occurred and then caused the losses of more than 2
billion dollars. Moreover, the variants of this virus were more
powerful and the variant CodeRed II caused the losses of
more than 1.2 billion dollars. On September 18th, 2001, the
Nimda virus occurred and then caused the losses of about 2.6
billion dollars.

To decrease the damage of the viruses, some network
techniques were used to detect the viruses and to stop the
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Figure 1: Frame of embedded Linux core system with ARM11 and
multiple sensors.

spread [6–8]. The features of the viruses were analyzed and
some models were built to describe the viruses and their
spread. However, most of the traditional approaches cannot
detect unknown viruses in real time, and the detection rates
are not high enough. On the other hand, the variants of
old viruses are continuously spread, and new viruses were
increasingly designed. To overcome this bottleneck, it is
necessary to design an immune embedded Linux core system
based on the normal model of this core and more accurate
self/nonself detection.

3. Embedded Linux Core System with
Multiple Sensors

Suppose that this embedded Linux core system is composed
of 𝑛
𝑠
antidisaster sensors, 𝑛

𝑎
(𝑛
𝑠
> 𝑛
𝑎
) ARM11 chips, and

𝑛
𝑎
Zigbee modules, as shown in Figure 1. The antidisaster

sensors include the temperature sensor, the sonar sensor,
the image sensor (digit camera), and gas sensor and so
on. The antidisaster sensors are used to collect all kinds of
information about the disaster, and the Zigbee modules are
used to transfer this information between an ARM11 node
and another one.

This embedded Linux core system is built on the ARM11
chip, and the disaster environment information is collected
by some sensors. The Zigbee modules make these ARM11
chips connected in a local wireless network. If a victim calls
for help through an embedded system in Figure 1, the other
embedded Linux core system will receive such information
and activate the rescue procedure. If a software fault occurs in
the embedded Linux core system, this system cannot be used
to call for help or activate the rescue procedure. So it is very
necessary and crucial to establish an intelligentmechanism to
detect the faults and repair this damaged system in time. The
immune system is one of the useful solutions for this problem.

4. Immune Model of Embedded Linux
Core System

As we know, a complex standard Linux has too many
components, so this operating system cannot be installed
into the embedded system. Because the embedded systemhas
limited memory to run programs, it does not need all the
components of the standard Linux. So the standard Linux
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Figure 2: Immune model of embedded Linux core system.

is trimmed into an embedded Linux, and the Linux core
should be revised. The embedded Linux core system has
necessary components such as files and directories. As shown
in Figure 2, the immune model of this embedded Linux core
system is built on its functional modules, which include
file system, process control module, communicationmodule,
drivers, and memory management module.

5. Immune Algorithms for This Embedded
Linux Core system

After analyzing the characteristics of the disaster samples of
images, gas and temperatures, the real-coding affinity mea-
surewas used [9], and an immune algorithmwas designed for
recognizing the disaster on this embedded Linux core system
with multiple sensors.

Input: N training samples 𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁
and 𝑁

𝑜
dis-

aster feature vectors, whose information is collected
from the antidisaster sensors and denoted as 𝑜

𝛼
, 𝛼 =

1, 2, . . . , 𝑁
𝑜
.

Output: The recognition types of the disaster feature
vectors {𝑜

𝛼
}.

Step 1. Initialize the parameters of the feature space, the
feature-acquiring operator of each sensor, and the operator
for searching the most similar sample.

Step 2. Build the feature space 𝑅𝑑 with the feature vectors of
the samples 𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁
and represent the antibody vectors

𝐴𝑏
𝑚
, 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑁.

Step 3. Collect the feature information from the antidisaster
sensors, build the feature vector 𝑜

𝛼
with this feature informa-

tion, and design the antigen 𝐴𝑔
𝛼
.

Step 4. Search the most similar sample of the object 𝑜
𝛼

with the real-coding clonal selection algorithm, by matching
the antigen 𝐴𝑔

𝛼
with any antibody 𝐴𝑏

𝑚
, 𝑚 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁

according to that affinity measure.

Step 5. Calculate with uncertain reasoning and output the
recognition type of the disaster feature vector 𝑜

𝛼
.

Step 6. Transfer the recognition result of the disaster feature
vector 𝑜

𝛼
to other ARM11 chips.
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Figure 3: Abnormal temperature detection of the antidisaster
sensor on the embedded Linux core system.

Moreover, another immune algorithm was also designed
to build an initial normal model of the embedded Linux core
system.

Step 1. Initialize the self-database.

Step 2. Make the backup system of the initial normal embed-
ded Linux core system S and provide the root directory of the
backup system.

Step 3. Read the root directory of the system S and search all
the files in the root directory of this system.

Step 4. If there is at least one unread file or unread subdi-
rectory in the current directory, then select one and read its
absolute pathname and its last revision time; otherwise, set
the ending condition satisfied and go to Step 7.

Step 5. Append the absolute pathname and the last revision
time of this file or subdirectory as an immune record object
into the self database.

Step 6. If this object is a file, then close the pointer of this
file; otherwise, recursively build the normal model of the
subsystem for this subdirectory.

Step 7. If the ending condition is satisfied, then end; other-
wise, go to Step 3.

Based on the initial normal model and the rules for
transforming a normal state to another one, the normal
model of the immune embedded Linux core system can be
updated dynamically.

With this normal model and the rules for transforming
the normal states, the viruses and software faults can be
detected by detecting the normal components (selfs) first in
this embedded Linux core system. This detection algorithm

is based on the self/nonself discrimination via the normal
model.

Step 1. Initialize the infection database.

Step 2. Read the root directory of the system S and search all
the files in the root directory of this system.

Step 3. If there is at least one unread file or unread subdi-
rectory in the current directory, then select one and read its
absolute pathname and its last revision time; otherwise, set
the ending condition satisfied and go to Step 7. If the absolute
pathname and last revision time of a file or directory are not
matched with those of any record in the self database, then
this file or directory is not a self; that is, this is a non-self,
which may be a virus or software fault. Then this virus or
software fault will be recognized and eliminated.

Step 4. Append the absolute pathname and backup pathname
of the infected file or the infected subdirectory into the
infection database.

Step 5. Recognize the viruses and software faults with feature
matching and immune learning.

Step 6. Eliminate the viruses and software faults and then
repair the damaged system.

Step 7. If the ending condition is satisfied, then end; other-
wise, go to Step 3.

6. Experimental Results

Some experiments were conducted to test the antidisaster
detection of the embedded Linux core system with antidis-
aster sensors. All the antidisaster sensors were tested on the
ARM11 chips, and the data were analyzed on the PCmachine,
as shown in Figure 3.

From the monitor data of the antidisaster sensor, the
temperature curve with the abnormal temperature is shown
in Figure 4, and the gas voltage curve with the harmful gas
from the sensor is shown in Figure 5.

The disaster recognition was built on the data from
the multiple antidisaster sensors and the immune algorithm
with clonal selection and real-coding affinity measure. The
results of the recognition and the self/non-self detection
were transferred between one ARM chip and another one, as
shown in Figure 6. The received data showed the data source
first and then the transferred data. When the victims need
help in a disaster, the embedded Linux core system with the
multiple antidisaster sensors were used to call for help and
share the information about the disaster.

In these experiments, the immune Linux core was com-
piled with some ordinary compiling methods, and the step
for compiling immune programs was started after building
the normal model of this embedded Linux core system. After
these immune programs were compiled, the files Makefile
and Konfig were regenerated. The mirror of the Linux core
used the zImage mirror, and this mirror was downloaded
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Figure 4: Temperature curve with abnormal temperature from the
sensor.
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Figure 5: Gas voltage curve with harmful gas from the sensor.

Figure 6: Data transferring between theARM11 chips via the Zigbee
modules.

Figure 7: Building the normal model of this embedded Linux core
system.

Figure 8: Self/nonself detection of Linux core system with immune
programs.

Figure 9: System repairing based on the normalmodel and immune
programs.

online into the development board to test. These immune
programs were tested to build a normal model for this
immune Linux core system, as shown in Figure 7.

After this embedded Linux core system was changed by
some nonselfs, the nonselfs were detected by the immune
programs, as shown in Figure 8.

All the nonselfs were eliminated, and then the damaged
Linux core system was repaired with the normal model and
the immune programs, as shown in Figure 9.

7. Conclusions

With the increasing requirements about the security of the
operation system and network, the embedded Linux core
system is more crucial to the security applications. Inspired
by the nature and beyond the traditional security approaches,
the model of immune computation becomes a new effective
tool to enhance the security of the Linux operatiing system
from the core to some applications. In this research, the
immunization mechanism is embedded into the Linux core
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system to keep its functional modules, such as the file system,
immune, and secure.
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